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Consider the equation
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u (1)
in RN, where 1<p<N and p*=Np(N&p) is the critical Sobolev exponent. Let *+1 >0 be
the principal eigenvalue of
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u in RN, |
RN
g(x) |u| p>0, (2)
with u+1 >0 the associated eigenfunction. We prove: (i) Equation (1) has at least one positive
solution if * # (0, *+1 ). (ii) Suppose R N f (x)(u
+
1 )
p*<0. Then there exists *0>*+1 such that (1)
has at least one positive solution for * # [*+1 , *0). Moreover, if p2, there exists * 0>*
+
1 such
that (1) has at least two positive solutions for * # (*+1 , * 0).  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This is a continuation of our recent work [DH2]. In [DH2], we studied
the existence of multiple positive solutions to the following problem in RN
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| #&2 u, (1.1)*
where * # R, 1<p<N, 2pu=div( |{u| p&2 {u) is the p-Laplacian, g and f
change sign, satisfying g+0, f +0 and other conditions, and p<#<
Np(N&p). We proved, in particular, that problem (1.1)* has two positive
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solutions for *>*+1 and near *
+
1 , where *
+
1 >0 is the principal eigenvalue
of
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u in RN, |
R N
g(x) |u| p>0. (1.2)*
(See Lemma 2.3 of [DH1].) In this paper we study the situation where
#=p*=Np(N&p), the critical Sobolev exponent. We will prove several
existence theorems.
Equations involving critical Sobolev exponents, such as
&2u+a(x)u=u(N+2)(N&2), (1.3)
have received great attention ever since the seminal work of Brezis and
Nirenberg ([BN]). It is clear that, by Pohozaev’s identity, when a(x)#0
and the domain is star-shaped, (1.3) does not have any positive solutions.
Various attempts were made in seeking existence of positive solutions.
Additional weight function a(x) is introduced, and the topology of the
domain is also taken into consideration. For more details we refer to
[AT], [ABC], [BN], [C2] and [O] and the references therein. When
p{2, problems of type (1.1)* with #=p* are direct extension of (1.3) and
have attracted extensive interests. Variants of (1.1) on bounded domain
have been studied by many authors, see, e.g. [AA1], [AA2], [AA3],
[C1], [E], [GV], [WW] and [Z]. Recently, more and more attentions
have been focused on the global solution of (1.1). We refer to [BTW],
[CLZ], [DH1], [NSY] and [SY] for more references. In most of the
literature cited above g and f are either constants or nonnegative functions.
In this paper we study the influence of the (indefinite) weight function g on
the existence of positive solutions and deal with the situation where f
changes sign and g may be indefinite. Under certain closely related
conditions on g and f, we prove the existence of positive solutions for three
different situations: * # (0, *+1 ), *=*
+
1 and *>*
+
1 but close to *
+
1 . In par-
ticular, for the case *>*+1 , we obtain two positive solutions. An interesting
condition,
|
R N
f (u+1 )
p*<0, (1.4)
plays an important role in our existence results, where u+1 is a positive
eigenvalue associated with *+1 . Note that condition (1.4), which also
appeared in [DH2], forces f to change sign. The approach we take in this
paper is variational in general. Specifically, for **+1 , the solutions are
obtained via the Mountain Pass Theorem. The difficulty lies in the fact that
the (P-S) condition is only satisfied when the energy level of the associated
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functional (to be defined later) is below certain critical level. Traditionally,
a technical condition 1<p2N is postulated for the calculation of the
energy level, while the only condition for f is that f +0. As we will see,
for certain situations, this condition on p and N can be replaced by (1.4),
the price to pay is that now f has to change sign. For the case *>*+1 , the
situation is more delicate. Usually one finds a local nonzero minimizer of
the associated functional and then uses the Mountain Pass Theorem to find
a saddle point, thus obtains two solutions. However, for the case *>*+1 ,
the principal part of the associated functional is indefinite and the func-
tional may not have a local minimizer. On the other hand, the decomposi-
tion procedure employed in [AT] and [ABC] is no longer applicable for
p{2, while the method used in [T] and [DH2] fails due to the lack of
estimate for the energy level of the functional and the lack of the strong
convergence in L p*(RN) for weakly convergent sequence in V (to be
defined later). We are able to circumvent this via an indirect approach
using condition (1.4). We study the structure of certain level sets of the
functional and obtain the solutions by modifying the method in [T] and
[DH2] carefully and using a minimization procedure.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we collect some nota-
tions and results. Section 3 deals with the (P-S)c condition when c is below
the critical level to be given later. The existence theorems for * # (0, *+1 ) are
given in Section 4 via detailed estimate of the energy level of certain func-
tional and the application of the Mountain Pass Theorem. In Section 5 we
study the situation **+1 .
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect our basic assumptions and recall some known
results. Assume throughout this paper that 1<p<N and p*=Np(N&p).
We write the weight function g(x)=g+(x)&g&(x) with g+, g&0, the
positive and negative part of g respectively, g+ # L(RN) & LNp(RN),
g& # L(RN). Let
|(x)=
1
(1+|x| ) p
, x # RN,
w(x)=max[g&(x), |(x)]>0, x # RN.
Define the following norm
&u&=\| |{u| p+| w(x) |u| p+
1p
,
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where and henceforth the integrals are taken on RN unless otherwise
specified. Let V denote the completion of C 0 (R
N ) with respect to the norm
& }&. Obviously V is a uniformly convex Banach space. In this paper & }&p
will denote the usual L p norm, and D1, p(RN ) the completion of C 0 (R
N )
with respect to the norm
&u&D=\| |{u| p+
1p
.
Note that since V/D1, p(RN ), a weakly convergent sequence in V is also
weakly convergent in D1, p(RN ).
Throughout this paper the function f is always assumed to satisfy
(f1) f +0 and f (x) # L(RN ).
We have (from Lemma 2.3 of [DH1]):
Proposition 2.1. Assume the above conditions are satisfied. Then there
exists a unique, simple and isolated eigenvalue *+1 >0, such that the eigen-
value problem (1.2)* has a positive eigenfunction u+1 # V associated with *
+
1 .
Moreover, for any * # (0, *+1 ],
| ( |{u| p&*g |u| p)0.
The equality holds only if either u#0 or *=*+1 and u=au
+
1 for some
constant a.
We introduce the following functional
I*(u)=
1
p | |{u|
p&
*
p | g |u|
p&
1
p* | f |u|
p*. (2.1)
It is clear that the functional I* is well defined on V. Obviously a critical
point of I* in V is a (weak) solution of (1.1)* . We can always assume that
critical points of I* are nonnegative functions. Let S be the best Sobolev
constant, i.e.,
S=inf {
&{u& pp
&u& pp*
: u # W 1, p0 (R
N )"[0]= . (2.2)
Recall the concentration-compactness principle of P. L. Lions ([L]).
Proposition 2.2. Let [un] converge weakly to u in D1, p(RN ) such that
|un | p* and |{un | p converge weakly to nonnegative measures & and + on RN
respectively. Then, for some at most countable set J, we have
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(i) &=|u| p*+ j # J &j$xj ;
(ii) +|{u| p+ j # J +j$xj ;
(iii) S& pp*j +j ,
where xj # RN, $xj is the Dirac measure at xj , and &j and +j are constants.
Proposition 2.3. Let un converge weakly to u0 in D1, p(RN ). Then for
h # L(RN ), there is a subsequence of [un], still denoted by [un], such that
for any . # C 0 (R
N ),
(i) | h |un | p*&2 un.  | h|u0 | p*&2 u0 .,
and
(ii) | h|un | p&2 un .  | h |u0 | p&2 u0 ..
Proof. (i) Since un converges weakly to u0 in D1, p(RN ), un is bounded
in L p*(RN ). Thus h |un | p*&2 un is bounded in L( p*)$(RN ). It then follows
that there is a subsequence of [un], still denoted by [un], such that
h |un | p*&2 un converges weakly to some v in L( p*)$(RN ). Let M>0 be fixed
and KM=[x # RN : |x|M]. Then un is bounded on L p*(KM). It is easy to
see that, by compact embedding, un  u0 in Lq(KM) for any q<p*. Hence
un  u0 a.e. on KM . Hence h |un | p*&2 un  h |u| p*&2 u a.e. on KM . By a
result of Brezis and Lieb ([BL]), we conclude that h |un | p*&2 un  v=
h |u| p*&2 u weakly in L( p*)$(KM). For any . # C 0 (R
N ), there exists M>0
so that the support of . is contained in KM and (i) then follows.
(ii) can be proved in the similar way. This concludes the proof. K
Remark 2.1. Results similar to Proposition 2.3 have been proved. See
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of [BTW].
Proposition 2.4. Let [un] be a bounded sequence in D1, p(RN ) such that
I*(un)  c and I$*(un)  0. Assume also that un  u weakly in D
1, p(RN ).
Then there exists a subsequence, denoted again by [un], such that
|{un | p&2 {un  |{u| p&2 {u weakly in ([L p(RN )]N )$. (2.3)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 of [Z] and Lemma 2.2
of [Y]. We can assume without loss of generality that un  u a.e. in RN (cf.
the proof of Proposition 2.3). Note that the assumptions of Proposition 2.2
are verified.
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First we show that the set J given by Proposition 2.2 is finite.
For xj # [xi : i # J], let .j # C 0 (R
N ) be such that, for =>0,
.j#1 on B(xj , =), .j#0 on RN"B(xj , 2=), |{.j |
2
=
.
Now, take .=.jun in (I$*(un), .) and let n  . We see that, by Proposi-
tion 2.2 and Proposition 2.3,
* | g |u0 | p .j+| f.j d&&| .j d+= limn   | |{un |
p&2 un({un{.j ). (2.4)
Observe that, by Ho lder’s inequality and the fact that the measure of
B(xj , 2=)t=N,
0 } limn   | |{un | p&2 un({un{.j)}
\| |{un | p+
( p&1)p
} \| |un | p |{.j | p+
1p
C \| |{un | p+
( p&1)p
} \|B(xj , 2=) |un |
p*+
1p*
 0,
as =  0. We obtain from (2.4) that, as =  0,
f (xj) &j=+j . (2.5)
It implies that f (xj )0. We thus conclude from Proposition 2.2 that
either &j=0 or &j\ Sf (xj )+
Np
. (2.6)
This together with f # L(RN ) and Proposition 2.2 implies that J is a finite
set.
A scrutiny of the proofs in [Z] and [Y] shows that, for any 1kN,
un
xk

u
xk
a.e. in KM ,
and
|{un | p&2
un
xk
 |{u| p&2
u
xk
weakly in (L p(KM))$.
Letting M   yields the conclusion. K
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Finally, we prove
Proposition 2.5. Let u be a nonnegative nontrivial solution of (1.1)*
with #p*. Then u>0 in RN.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.3 of [SY] shows that u # Lt(RN ) for all
tp*. Then for
F(x)=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u,
F # L_(RN ) for some _>Np. Then a Harnack-type inequality by Serrin
(Theorem 5 of [S]) implies that u>0. K
Remark 2.2. By virtue of Proposition 2.5, we will only look for
nonnegative solutions.
3. VERIFICATION OF THE (P-S)c CONDITION
We first study the case * # (0, *+1 ). Define the critical level S0=
(1N ) S Np & f & ( p&N)p .
Lemma 3.1. For * # (0, *+1 ), the functional I* satisfies the (P-S)c
condition provided c<S0 . That is, any sequence [un] such that I*(un)  c
and I$*(un)  0 as n   has a convergent subsequence in V.
Proof. We first show that [un] is bounded. Assume that &un &  .
Observe that
I*(un)=
1
p | \ |{un | p&*g |un | p+&
1
p* | f |un |
p*  c, (3.1)
and for . # C 0 (R
N ),
(I$*(un), .) =| \ |{un | p&2 {un{.&*g |un | p&2 un.+&| f |un | p*&2 un.
=o(1) } &.&. (3.2)
We derive from (3.1) and (3.2) that
I*(un)&
1
p*
(I$*(un), un) =\1p&
1
p*+ | ( |{un | p&*g |un | p)
=c+o(1) } &un &.
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Let vn=un &un&. We can assume vn  v0 weakly in V. Dividing the above
equation by &un & p one easily sees that
| \ |{vn | p&*g |vn | p+ 0.
By this fact and the weak convergence of vn to v0 in V and  g+v pn   g
+v p0
(see compactness argument in [DH1, Lemma 2.2]), we have
0| |{v0 | p&* | g+ |v0 | p+* | g& |v0 | p
lim inf
n   \| |{vn | p&* | g+ |vn | p+* | g& |vn | p+=0. (3.3)
The variational characterization of the principal eigenvalue *+1 implies that
v0=0. Now we have  g+v pn  0. It then follows from (3.3) that both
 |{vn | p and  g& |vn | p approach zero. Note that by Hardy’s inequality
(cf. [DH1]),  ||vn | pa  |{vn | p, thus &vn &  0, which contradicts to the
fact that &vn&=1. Thus [un] is bounded.
We can assume that un  u0 weakly in V and strongly in L p*(RN ).
Observe that, since I*(un)  c and I$*(un)  0, Proposition 2.4 is applicable
here. From the weak convergence of |{un | p&2 {un , g |un | p&2 un ,
f |un | p*&2 un (cf. Propositions 2.3 and 2.4) and the fact that for all
. # C 0 (R
N ),
| |{un | p&2 {un{.&* | g |un | p&2 un .&| f |un | p*&2 un.  0,
we derive that,
&2pu0=*g |u0 | p&2 u0+f |u0 | p*&2 u0
in V, i.e., I$*(u0)=0.
We now apply Proposition 2.2. The proof of Proposition 2.4 shows that
f (xj) &j=+j , (3.4)
and
either &j=0 or &j\ Sf (xj )+
Np
. (3.5)
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Assume &j{0 for some j # J. By the weak convergence of un to u0 , we
have  g+ |un | p   g+ |u0 | p. Thus, by (3.1), (3.2), and Proposition 2.2, for
any _>0 and n large enough, we obtain
c+_>I*(un)&
1
p*
(I$*(un), un) =\1p&
1
p*+ | ( |{un | p&*g |un | p)

1
N | ( |{u0 |
p&*g |u0 | p)+
1
N
:
j # J
+j .
It then follows from (3.4), (3.5) and the fact that I$*(u0)=0 that
c+_>I*(un)
1
N | f |u0 |
p*+
1
N
:
j # J
f (xj ) &j

1
N | f |u0 |
p*+
1
N
:
j # J
S Np
f (xj )(N&p)p
. (3.6)
Since c<S0 and _ can be taken arbitrarily small, we deduce that
 f |u0 | p*<0. On the other hand, since * # (0, *+1 ), we conclude from the
fact I$*(u0)=0 that
| ( |{u0 | p&*g |u0 | p)=| f |u0 | p*0.
This is obviously a contradiction. Thus we have, by (3.4), &j=0=+j for all
j # J. It then follows from Proposition 2.2 that  |un | p*   |u0 | p*. This
together with the weak convergence of un  u0 in L p*(RN ) implies that
un  u0 strongly in L p*(RN ). As in the proofs of Lemmas 2.3 and 3.3 of
[DH1] we derive that
(I$*(un)&I$*(um), un&um)
=| ( |{un | p&2 {un&|{um | p&2 {um) {(un&um)
&| g*( |un | p&2 un&|um | p&2 um)(un&um)
&| f ( |un | p*&2 un&|um | p*&2 um)(un&um)  0. (3.7)
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Since un  u0 weakly in V and strongly in L p*(RN), we have
| f ( |un | p*&2 un&|um | p*&2 um)(un&um)  0,
(3.8)
| g+*( |un | p&2 un&|um | p&2 um)(un&um)  0.
It then follows that
| ( |{un | p&2 {un&|{um | p&2 {um) {(un&um)
+| g&*( |un | p&2 un&|um | p&2 um)(un&um)  0.
The monotonicity of |t| p&2 t then implies that
| ( |{un | p&2 {un&|{um | p&2 {um){(un&um)  0,
(3.9)
| g&*( |un | p&2 un&|um | p&2 um)(un&um)  0.
We thus derive that
| |{un | p  | |{u0 | p, | g&|un | p  | g& |u0 | p.
This together with the weak convergence of un  u0 in V implies that
un  u0 strongly in V. This lemma is proved. K
4. PROOF OF EXISTENCE FOR * # (0, *+1 )
Without loss of generality we may assume that
(f2) f (0)=&f& and for some r>0, f (x)>0 for x # B(0, 2r).
Moreover, we assume the following local conditions hold:
(g1) g(x)g0>0 in B(0, 2r), and
(f3) for x # B(0, 2r),
f (x)=f (0)+o( |x|k), k=
N&p
p&1
.
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Define, for =>0,
u=(x)=
(x)
(=+|x| p( p&1))(N&p)p
, v=(x)=
u=(x)
&u=(x)&p*
,
where  # C 0 (B(0, 2r)) is such that 0(x)1 and (x)#1 on B(0, r).
We note that, for r>0 small enough, we can assume that  ( |{v= | p&
*g |v= | p)>0. This follows from the continuous dependence of the principal
eigenvalue on the domain and the fact that as |0|  0, the principal eigen-
value on 0 tends to +.
Lemma 4.1. Assume the above assumptions hold. Then there exists =>0
and t0>0 such that for * # (0, *+1 ], I*(t0v=)<0 and
sup
t0
I*(tv=)<
1
N
S Np & f & ( p&Np) . (4.1)
Proof. Our calculations are similar to that of Lemma 4.1 of [SY]. The
existence of t0 follows from the variational characterization of *+1 , (f2) and
the definition of v= . Observe that
{u=(x)=(=+|x| p( p&1))( p&N)p {(x)
&
N&p
p&1
(x)(=+|x| p( p&1))&Np |x| (2&p)( p&1) x.
For future reference, we calculate the following integrals.
| |u= | t={
K3=(N( p&1)&t(N&p))p+O(1),
K3 |ln =|+O(1),
O(1),
if t>p*p$=
N( p&1)
N&p
,
if t=p*p$,
if t<p*p$,
(4.2)
K=(t+N( p&1)&tN )p+O(1), if t>
N( p&1)
N&1
,
| |{u= | t={K |ln =|+O(1), if t=N( p&1)N&1 , (4.3)O(1), if t<N( p&1)
N&1
.
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In particular, we have
| |{u= | p=K1=( p&N)p+O(1), (4.4)
and
\| |u= | p*+
pp*
=K2=( p&N)p+O(1),
K3=( p
2&N )p+O(1), p2<N, (4.5)
| |u= | p={K3 |ln =|+O(1), p2=N,O(1), p2>N,
where K1 , K2 and K3 are positive constants independent of =, and
S=K1K2 . Since  ( |{v= | p&*g|v= | p)>0, it is easy to see that I*(tv=)
attains its maximum at some t= # (0, ) with s$(t=)=0, where s(t)=I*(tv=).
That is,
0=s$(t=)=tp&1= \| ( |{v= | p&*g |v= | p)&t p*&p= | f |v= | p*+ .
Thus
t p*&p= 
 |{v= | p
f (0)  |v= | p*
. (4.6)
We also have,
I*(t=v=)=sup
t0
I*(tv=)=E(=)&F(=), (4.7)
where
E(=)=
t p=
p | |{v= |
p&
f (0) t p*=
p* | v
p*
= ,
F(=)=
*t p=
p | gv
p
= &
t p*=
p* | ( f (0)&f (x)) v
p*
= .
Observe that
| |{v= | p=
 |{u= | p
&u=& pp*
=
K1
K2
+O(=(N&p)p). (4.8)
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Also,
* | gv p= 
*g0 &u=& pp
&u= & pp*
,
and
| v p*= =1, V= :=| ( f (0)&f (x)) v p*= =
1
&u=& p*p* |
( f (0)&f (x)) (x) p*
(=+|x| p( p&1))N
.
The maximum of q(t)=ap&1t p&b( p*)&1 t p* is achieved at t=(ab)(N&p)p 2
for positive a, b, so
E(=)\1p&
1
p*+ [ f (0)]( p&N)p _| |{v= | p&
Np
_| v p*= &
&Np*
=
1
N
S Np & f & ( p&N )p .
We can assume that t= is bounded from below, otherwise one concludes
easily from (4.7) that I*(t=v=)  0 as =  0. We also have from (4.6) that t=
is bounded from the above for =>0 small. Thus, we have,
* | gv p= {
*g(0) K3
K1
= p&1, p2<N,
(4.9)*g(0) K3
K1
= p&1 |ln =|, p2=N,
K$=(N&p)p, p2>N.
On the other hand, we estimate that
V= O(=k( p&1)p), (4.10)
where k is given in (f3). It then follows from p&1(N&p)p for p2N,
and k( p&1)p>(N&p)p that F(=) is dominated by  gv p= . We conclude
from the above that, for =>0 small enough,
S0&K$O(= p&1), if p2<N,
I*(t=v=){S0&K$O(= p&1 |ln =| ), if p2=N, (4.11)S0&K$O(= (N&p)p), if p2>N.
The lemma then follows. K
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Remark 4.1. It is easy to see that (4.1) remains valid for any *>0.
For * # (0, *+1 ), observe that
| |{u| p&* | g |u| p: | |{u| p
for some :>0 (otherwise we obtain a contradiction easily). Hence we
have, by the Sobolev embedding theorem,
I*(u)c$ | |{u| p&
& f &
p*S p*p \| |{u| p+
p*p
.
It then follows that, for &u& small enough, I*(u)c">0. On the other
hand we also have I*(0)=0 and I*(t1v=)<0 for t1 large. Thus 0 is a local
minimum of I* . Now we construct the set
1=[h # C([0, 1], V) : h(0)=0, h(1)=t1v=],
and let
c= inf
h # 1
sup
t # [0, 1]
I*(h(t)).
Lemma 4.1 implies that c<SNpN & f & (N&p)p . Observe that we also have
I*(h(t))=I*( |h(t)| ) for any h # 1. The standard Mountain Pass Theorem
then implies that problem (1.1) has a nonnegative solution. It follows from
Proposition 2.5 that such solution is positive. Thus we have proved
Theorem 4.1. Assume that (f1), (f2), (g1) and (f3) hold. Then the
problem
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u (4.12)
has at least one positive solution in V for * # (0, *+1 ).
Remark 4.2. With a0 and a0, a # LNp(RN ), f # C 0loc(R
N ) and
g # LQ(RN ), where Q=Np[Np&(q+1)(N&p)]&1 with p&1<q<p*&1,
Swanson and Yu proved the existence of a positive solution for * # (0, *+1 )
in [SY] for equations of the form
&2pu=*a(x) u p&1+f (x) u p*&1+g(x) uq.
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We also note that a result of [BTW] is closely related to the case
* # (0, *+1 ). Theorem 0.1 of [BTW] asserts that, if &a&Np<S, then the
problem
&2pu+a(x) |u| p&2 u=|u| p*&2 u
has a positive solution. We have the following
Lemma 4.2. Assume &g&Np<S. Then *+1 >1.
Proof. By the definition of *+1 (cf. [AH]), we have, for any u # V such
that  g |u| p>0,
*+1 
 |{u| p
 g |u| p
 | |{u|
p
( | g|Np) pN ( |u| p*) pp*
>S &1
 |{u| p
( |u| p*) pp*
1.
This ends the proof. K
One can easily see from this lemma that Theorem 0.1 of [BTW] is a
special case of Theorem 4.1.
5. THE CASE **+1
Now we turn our attention to the case **+1 . Throughout this section
the following condition will be assumed
(f4)  f (u+1 )
p*<0.
Recall
I*(u)=
1
p | |{u|
p&
*
p | g |u|
p&
1
p* | f |u|
p*, (5.1)
and let
4*=[u # V : 9*(u) :=(I$*(u), u) =0].
We further split 4* into three disjoint subsets:
4+* (4
&
* , 4
0
* , resp.)=[u # 4* : (9$*(u), u) >(<, =, resp.) 0]
={u # 4* : | ( |{u| p&*g |u| p)
>(<, =, resp.)
p*&1
p&1 | f |u|
p*= .
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Remark 5.1. (i) It is easy to see that
4 +* (4
&
* , 4
0
* , resp.)={u # 4* : | f |u| p*<(>, =, resp.) 0= .
(ii) We also note that for p2,
4+* (4
&
* , 4
0
* , resp.)=[u # 4* : (I"*(u) u, u) >(<, =, resp.) 0].
(iii) Condition f +0 implies that 4&* {<. Indeed, suppose f (x)>0
on a small ball B and let . be such that supp ./B, and  ( |{.| p&
*g |.| p)>0. Such . exists, as pointed out at the beginning of Section 4.
Now, for t>0,
9*(t.)=t p | ( |{.| p&*g |.| p)&t p* | f |.| p*.
It is easily seen that, there exists t0 such that 9*(t0.)=0, i.e.,
0<t p0 | ( |{.| p&*g |.| p)=t p*0 | f |.| p*,
which implies that t0. # 4&* . Moreover, one can see that, tv= introduced in
Section 4 belongs to 4&* for some t>0 provided (g1) and (f2) hold. Also
4* and 40* are closed sets in V.
(iv) If v # 4* is a minimizer of I* on 4* , then |v| # 4* is also a
minimizer of I* on 4* .
Remark 5.2. Obviously, for * # (0, *+1 ], 4
+
* =<. However, for *>*
+
1 ,
4+* {< if (f4) holds. Indeed, we see that, since  f (u
+
1 )
p*<0, 9*(tu+1 )=0
for some t>0. Thus tu+1 # 4* . Moreover,
0>t p | ( |{u+1 | p&*g |u+1 | p)=t p* | f |u+1 | p*,
that is, tu+1 # 4
+
* .
We will seek minimizers of I* on 4&* and 4
+
* . Observe that for any
u # 4* ,
I*(u)=
1
N | f |u|
p*=
1
N \| |{u| p&* | g |u| p+ .
Moreover, I*(u)>0 for u # 4&* , and I*(u)<0 for u # 4
+
* . We also assume
that &u+1 &=1.
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Lemma 5.1. There exists {>0 such that &u&u&&u+1 &{ for all u # 4
&
*
with *>0.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist *n , un # 4&*n such that
un &un&  u+1 in V. Let vn=un&un&. Dividing the following inequality by
&un& p*
0| ( |{un | p&*n g |un | p)<
p*&1
p&1 | f |un |
p*,
we get 0 f |vn | p*<0 by the strong convergence of vn to u+1 and (f4).
Thus we obtain a contradiction and the lemma is proved. K
The proof of the next lemma is standard. We include a proof for
completeness.
Lemma 5.2. For { given in Lemma 5.1, there exists *1>*+1 such that for
any u with &u&=1 and &|u|&u+1 &{,  |{u| p*1  g |u| p.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist &un&=1 with &un&u+1 &
{ and *n  *+1 with *n>*
+
1 , such that  |{un |
p=*n  g |un | p. We can
assume that un  u0 weakly in V for some u0 . It then follows as before that
 g+ |un | p   g+ |u0 | p and
0| |{u0 | p&*+1 | g+ |u0 | p+*+1 | g& |u0 | p
lim inf
n   \| |{un | p&*n | g+ |un | p+*n | g& |un | p+=0.
If u0=0, then we conclude that &un &  0 which contradicts &un&=1.
Assume u0{0. Then by the variational characterization of *+1 , u0=au
+
1
for some a{0. We now have
*+1 | g+ |au+1 | p=| |{au+1 | p+*+1 | g& |au+1 | p
lim inf
n   | |{un |
p+lim inf
n  
*n | g& |un | p
lim inf
n   | ( |{un |
p+*n | g& |un | p)
=lim inf
n  
*n | g+ |un | p=*+1 | g+ |au+1 | p.
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It then follows that
lim inf
n   | |{un |
p=| |{au+1 | p, lim infn   | g
& |un | p=| g& |au+1 | p.
This implies that un  au+1 and a=1. But this is impossible since
&un&u+1 &{>0. The proof is complete. K
Lemma 5.3. For any * # (*+1 , *1), 4
&
* is closed in V and open in 4* .
Proof. The openness in 4* is obvious. The closeness in V will be proved
via contradiction.
Suppose for some un # 4&* , un  u0  4
&
* . Then u0 # 4
0
* . Let vn=un&un&.
Since
0| ( |{un | p&*g |un | p)<
p*&1
p&1 | f |un |
p*  0,
we have, by Lemma 5.2, if  g |un | p0,
0(*1&*) | g |vn | p| |{vn | p&* | g |vn | p  0, (5.2)
and if  g |un | p0,
0(*+1 &*) | g |vn | p| |{vn | p&* | g |vn | p  0. (5.2)$
This implies that  g|vn | p  0 and
lim
n   | g
+ |vn | p= lim
n   | g
& |vn | p. (5.3)
It then follows from (5.2), (5.2)$ and Hardy’s inequality that  | |vn | p
a  |{vn | p  0. This, Sobolev’s inequality and (5.3) then imply that
 g& |vn | p  0. We then derive that &vn &  0, contradicting &vn&=1. This
concludes the proof. K
This lemma implies, in particular, 0  4&* .
Lemma 5.4. There exists *2>*+1 such that for * # (*
+
1 , *2), 4
+
* is
bounded.
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Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then we have *n>*+1 , un # 4
+
*n
such that
*n  *+1 and &un&  . Since un # 4
+
*n
, we have
0>| ( |{un | p&*n g |un | p)>
p*&1
p&1 | f |un |
p*
=
p*&1
p&1 | ( |{un |
p&*n g |un | p). (5.4)
Dividing (5.4) by &un& p and letting vn=un&un &, we obtain
| f |vn | p*  0. (5.5)
On the other hand, we can assume that vn  v0 weakly in V for some v0 .
We then derive from (5.4) that (as in (3.3))
0| |{v0 | p&*+1 | g+ |v0 | p+*+1 | g& |v0 | p
lim inf
n   \| |{vn | p&*n | g+ |vn | p+*n | g& |vn | p+0.
It then follows that v0=au+1 for some constant a. If a=0 we conclude as
before that &vn&  0, which is a contradiction. So a{0. The same argu-
ment as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 then implies that vn  au+1 strongly in
V. Thus we have
| f |vn | p*  | f |au+1 | p*<0,
contradicting (5.5). Thus 4+* must be bounded for *>*
+
1 close enough to
*+1 . This ends the proof. K
It follows from this lemma that I* is bounded from below on 4+* .
Denote c1=infu # 4* I*(u). For any *>*
+
1 , since tu
+
1 # 4
+
* , the infimum of
I* on 4+* must be negative. Thus c1=infu # 4 *+ I*(u)<0 for any *>*
+
1 .
Lemma 5.5. (i) For * # (*+1 , *1), any minimizing sequence [un] of I* on
4&* satisfying c1I*(un)<c1+S0 satisfies the (P-S) condition on 4
&
* .
(ii) For * # (*+1 , *2), any minimizing sequence [un] of I* on 4
+
* satisfies the
(P-S) condition on 4+* .
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Proof. (i) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. We first show
that the minimizing sequence [un] is bounded. Indeed, let &un &  . Then
we have, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, for vn=un&un &, if  g |un | p0,
0(*1&*) | g |vn | p| |{vn | p&* | g |vn | p  0,
and if  g |un | p0,
0(*+1 &*) | g |vn | p| |{vn | p&* | g |vn | p  0,
since I*(un) is bounded. This implies that  g |vn | p  0 and
lim
n   | g
+ |vn | p= lim
n   | g
& |vn | p.
It then follows that  | |vn | pk  |{vn | p  0. This again implies  g|vn | p
 0. That is, &vn&  0, contradicting &vn&=1. Thus un is bounded. By the
nature of the set 4* we may assume un0.
Assume that un  u weakly in V and in L p*(RN ). Since un is a mini-
mizing sequence, by the Lagrange multiplier method and the fact that 4&*
is open in 4* and un cannot converge to an element from 40* , we have,
I$*(un)&an9$*(un)  0, where an satisfies
(I$*(un), un) =an(9$*(un), un).
Using the fact that un # 4&* , we get an=0. Hence I$*(un)  0. We have,
then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
&2pu=*gu p&1+fu p*&1
in V, that is, I$*(u)=0 and hence u # 4* . In particular, I*(u)c1 .
Let &j {0 as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. We obtain,
S0+c1>I*(un)
1
N | f |u|
p*+
1
N
:
j # J
f (xj ) &j

1
N | f |u|
p*+
1
N
:
j # J
S Np
f (xj )(N&p)p
c1+
1
N
:
j # J
S Np
f (xj )(N&p)p
. (5.6)
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It then follows that
S0>
1
N
:
j # J
S Np
f (xj )(N&p)p
,
a contradiction. Thus we conclude &j=0 in (5.6). We can then prove as in
Lemma 3.1 that un  u in L p*(RN) and un  u in V. Since 4&* is closed, we
have u # 4&* and thus proved part (i).
(ii) Since 4+* is bounded, any minimizing sequence must be
bounded. The convergence of the sequence is then the same as that of part
(i) and is omitted. We need only to show that un  u0 # 4+* . But this is
obvious since u0 # 4* by the above proof and I*(u0)I*(un)<0, thus
u0 # 4+* . The lemma is proved. K
For existence of positive solutions, we first consider the case *=*+1 .
Theorem 5.1. Assume (f1), (f2), (f3), (f4) and (g1) hold. Then
&2pu=*+1 g(x) |u|
p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u
has at least one positive solution in V.
Proof. As pointed out in Remark 5.2, 4+*1+=<, thus I*1+ (u)>0 for
u # 4&*1+ . Let [un] be a minimizing sequence of I* on 4
&
* 1
+ . We note that for
some t>0, tv= # 4&* 1+ , where v= is given in Section 4. Under our assump-
tions, Lemma 4.1 implies that the conditions of Lemma 5.5(i) are satisfied.
Hence un converges strongly to a nonzero minimizer u of I*1+ . It then
follows that u is a solution to (1.1) with *=*+1 . One can take u0 and
Proposition 2.5 implies that u>0. This concludes the proof. K
For * # (*+1 , *2), the standard procedure now implies that the functional
I* has a minimizer z on 4+* . We can assume z0. Moreover, z{0 is a
solution of (1.1) by the proof of Lemma 5.5. The fact z>0 then follows
from Proposition 2.5. Now we can state
Theorem 5.2. Assume that (f1), (f2) and (f4) hold. Then there exists
*2>*+1 such that for any * # (*
+
1 , *2),
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u
has at least one positive solution in V.
Next we proceed to find a solution in 4&* and thus obtain another
positive solution for *>*+1 . For this purpose we study more carefully the
set 4&* . Let z be the solution given by Theorem 5.2. Note that I*(z)=c1
and 9*(z)=0.
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Lemma 5.6. Assume p2. Assume (f1), (f2), (f3), (f4) and (g1) hold.
Then, for =>0 small enough,
sup
R0
I*(z+Rv=)<I*(z)+S0 , (5.7)
where v= is given in Section 4.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [Y], we have (see (4.16) of [Y]),
for p2 (hence p*2),
I*(z+Rv=)I*(z)+I*(Rv=)+
R
p | |{z|
p&2 {z {v=
+
R p&1
p | |{v= |
p&2 {v= {z
&
R*%1
p | gz
p&1v=&
R%2
p* | fz
p*&1v= , (5.8)
where %1>0 and %2>0 are constants. Note that both g and f are positive
on the support of v= . Also, our v= is different from the v= in [Y]. Thus we
have
I*(z+Rv=)I*(z)+I*(Rv=)+
R
p | |{z|
p&2 {z {v=
+
R p&1
p | |{v= |
p&2 {v= {z&
R%2
p* | fz
p*&1v= . (5.9)
We need to estimate  |{z| p&2 {z {v= and  |{v= | p&2 {v= {z. Using (4.2)
and (4.3), we get
K=(N( p&t)+tp)( p&1)p 2, if t>p*p$,
| |v= | t={K=N( p&1)p2 |ln =|, if t=p*p$, (5.10)K=t(N&p)p 2, if t<p*p$,
and
K$=N( p&t)( p&1)p 2, if t>
N( p&1)
N&1
,
| |{v= | t={K$=t(N&p)p2 |ln =|, if t=N( p&1)N&1 , (5.11)K$=t(N&p)p2, if t<N( p&1)
N&1
.
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We thus have,
K=(N&p)p 2, if p>
2N
N+1
,
| |v= |={K=(N&p)p 2 |ln =|, if p= 2NN+1, (5.12)K=(N( p&1)+p)( p&1)p 2, if p< 2NN+1,
K$=(N&p)p 2, if p>
2N-1
N
,
| |{v= |={K$=(N&p)p 2 |ln =|, if p=2N&1N , (5.13)K$=N( p&1) 2 p2, if p<2N&1
N
,
and
| |{v= | p&1=K$=(N&p)( p&1)p 2. (5.14)
Consequently, from (5.14) we have
} | |{v= | p&2 {v={z } maxB(0, 2r) |{z| | |{v= | p&1C=(N&p)( p&1)p2, (5.15)
and
} | |{z| p&2 {z {v= }= } | _ |{z| p&2 {z&(|{z| p&2 {z)2r& {v= }
 max
B(0, 2r) } |{z| p&2 {z&(|{z| p&2 {z)2r } } | |{v= |,
(5.16)
where
( y)2r=
1
|B(0, 2r)| |B(0, 2r) y.
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By the standard regularity theory, |{z| p&2 {z # C 0, : locally for some :>0,
we may choose r>0 so small that
| |{z| p&2 {z&(|{z| p&2 {z)2r |=1 , (5.17)
for any =1>0. Given that p2, we have, by (5.13), (5.16) and (5.17)
} | |{z| p&2 {z {v= }C$=1 =(N&p)p2. (5.18)
We also have
| fz p*&1v= minB(0, 2r) fz
p*&1 | v=C=(N&p)p 2. (5.19)
We now obtain, using (5.9), (5.15), (5.18) and (5.19),
I*(z+Rv=)I*(z)+I*(Rv=)+C1=(N&p)( p&1)p
2
&C=(N&p)p2+C$=1=(N&p)p
2
.
We then derive from (4.11) that
I*(z+Rv=)I*(z)+S0&K= (N&p)p+C1=(N&p)( p&1)p
2
&C=(N&p)p2+C$=1 =(N&p)p
2
. (5.20)
We can choose =1 such that C$=1=C2 by choosing r>0 small enough.
Using the fact p2 we see that =(N&p)p2 dominates =(N&p)( p&1)p 2 and
=(N&p)p as =  0. (5.7) then follows. The proof is complete. K
Lemma 5.7. For =>0 small enough and R>0 large enough, z+
Rv= # 4&* .
Proof. We first observe that, as =  0, both v= and {v= converge to zero
pointwise. Thus, by Theorem 2 of [BL] and the proof of Lemma 4.1
(cf. (4.9)),
| f |z+Rv= | p*=| f |z| p*+| f |Rv= | p*+o(1)
=| f |z| p*+R p* f (0)+o(1)>0,
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for R large enough. Similarly, we have, using (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9),
9*(z+Rv=)=9*(z)+9*(Rv=)+o(1)
=R p | ( |{v= | p&*g |v= | p)&R p* | f |v= | p*+o(1)
=R pS&R p* f (0)+o(1).
So 9*(z+Rv=)>0 for R small and 9*(z+Rv=)<0 for R large. Thus there
exists R0>0 so that 9*(z+R0 v=)=0. And it is obvious z+R0v= # 4&* . The
proof is accomplished. K
Lemmas 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 now imply
Theorem 5.3. Let p2. Assume (f1), (f2), (f3), (f4) and (g1) hold.
Then there exists * 1=min[*1 , *2]>*+1 , such that for any * # (*
+
1 , * 1),
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u
has at least two postive solutions in V.
We conclude this paper with some remarks.
Remark 5.3. The global existence results we present in this section
seem new even for the case p=2. Similar results on bounded domains for
p=2 are given in [AT], [ABC] and [O].
Remark 5.4. We note that the proofs are applicable to bounded
domain and similar results hold. Also, similar results can be stated for
*&1 <0, where *
&
1 is the principal eigenvalue of
&2pu=*g(x) |u| p&2 u in RN, | g(x) |u| p<0,
provided that a condition similar to (f4) holds. The method used in this
paper can be adapted to deal with
&2pu+h(x) |u| p&2 u=*g(x) |u| p&2 u+f (x) |u| p*&2 u in RN,
where h(x) # Lloc(R
N ), h(x)0.
Remark 5.5. We point out that, under (f2) and (g1), there exists an
upper bound **>*+1 so that for any *>**, problem (1.1) has no positive
solutions. For details we refer to Remark 4.6 of [DH2].
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